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Colombia´s peace agreement (2017) represents a challenge for the activation of the economy in rural areas, as the country has 
yet to develop productive and sustainable alternatives such as the culture of marine fish. The common snook C. undecimalis 

is an optimal candidate to focus on due to its high demand on the national market, its commercial price, and the quality of 
its flesh. It also demonstrates good tolerance, growth, and survival under controlled conditions, for which reasons it is being 
cultured in the USA, Brazil, México and Cuba. Over the last four years we have been studying the response of this fish under 
controlled conditions in order to reproduce it in captivity, thus avoiding the capture of fingerlings to be grown in cages. So far, 
we have learned about the versatility of the species in terms of growth, survival, and sexual maturation under a wide range of 
parameters and conditions (salinity, oxygen levels, water hardness, diets, co-culture). Furthermore, we have performed studies 
involving the use of experimental diets, the analysis of sperm quality under different salinities, the feminization of juveniles 
with 17 β-estradiol for histological and biochemical analyses, and we have set up of a system for daily activity recordings. So far, 
we have found that common snook shows a crepuscular behavior that favors an active feeding at sunset. The species is able to 
mature under any salinity level; however, sperm cells show higher activity under seawater conditions. The design of a specific 
diet is a must, nevertheless it is possible to grow the species in co-culture with tilapia and feminization in 20 g fish shows no 
differences in respect to lower weights. Further research is needed, but so far husbandry and co-culture protocols are ready to 
be transferred to the productive sector once reproduction is sufficiently controlled.
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Figure1: Findings on common snook under controlled conditions


